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Introduction. Let X be a real Banach space with the norm
denoted by I1" II. By definition a (possibly) multiple-valued operator A
in X is accretive if for each 2)0 and u, v D(A),
1.

x-- y I1- Ilu- v whenever x (I + 2A)u, y (I + 2A)v.
An accretive operator A in X is said to be m-accretive if R(I+ A)=X.
For the notion of "multiple-valued" operator, we refer to T. Kato [6],

2.
The purpose of the present paper is to give a criterion for the maccretiveness of the sum of two m-accretive operators in X and then
apply it to a certain nonlinear partial differential equation. Our result
may be considered to constitute an analogue of the result of H. Brezis,
M. G. Crandall and A. Pazy [1] for perturbation of maximal monotone

sets.

A perturbation lemma. Let A and B be m-accretive operators in X. As usual we define the Yosida approximation B(e0) of
B by
2.

B=s-{I--(I+eS)-},
which is a single-valued Lipschitz continuous operator defined on all of
X. It is easily seen that A + B is again m-accretive and accordingly
that or each e X there exists a unique solution u e D(A) o the equation
(2.1)
u. + y, + B,u6 =/, y6 e Au.
Lemma 1. Assume that X is a real Banach space with the uniformly convex dual space X* and that A and B are m-accretive operators in X such that D(A)D(B) O. If for each fixed f e X IIBou, in
(2.1) is bounded as e tends to zero, then A + B is m-accretive.
We notice that if X* is uniformly convex, the duality map F defined as
u e X,
Fu= {u* e X* (u, u*)=llull=llu * ll},
is single-valued and is uniformly continuous on any bounded set (T.

Kato [5]).
Proof of Lemma 1. The argument of the proo is standard (see
Y. KSmura [7] nd T. Kto [5,6]). Since D(A + B) e O, there is no loss
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of generality in assuming that (A / B)0 0 and we shall henceforth assume this. For each fixed f e X, there exists a sequence {e} such
that s $ 0 and
w-lim B,u,--zo
(2.2)
exists in X.

Since

u- u, <- 2

f and

(u,- u) {(I + e,B)- ’u., (I + eB)- luem
for n, m-- 1, 2,

., we have

On the other hand, by the aeeretiveness of A and B, we have

<_ --(B.,u--B,,u, F(u.,--u,))
<_ (B., u., B.,u.,, F(u. u)
--F((I + eB)-u,--(I + eB)-u))
implies that lim Ilu.-- u tl-- 0. Hence we

or n, m-- 1, 2, ., which

set
(2.3)
lim u, u0.
In view of (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain by Lemma 3.7 (a) and Lemma
Q.E.D.
4.5 in T. Kato [6] that f e R(I + A + B).
3. Example. We denote by t a bounded domain in R with
smooth boundary /2, by _q)(9) the Schwartz space and by W0,(O),
W,(O) the Sobolev spaces. Let/ be an m-accretive operator in R such
that D(fl) 0. We introduce the following m-accretive operator fl in
L,(tg)

D(fl)-{u e L(tg) or some v
fl(u)--{v e L(9) v(x) e fl(u(x))
Theorem 2.
A in L([2) by

a.e. in 9} for u e D(/3).
+ c and define an operator

We assume that 1 p

D(A)-- W,(9) W,($2) Yl D(),
Au-- zJu + fl(u) for u e (A).
Then A is m-accretive.
It is well known that --z/with the domain W,(0)fq W,v(0) is maccretive in L(9).
Proof of Theorem 2, As in the proo of Lemma 1 we can assume
that/3(0) 0. Let f be an arbitrary element o L((2) and let u (e 0)
be the unique solution of the equation"
+ fl(u)--f. Then

u--u

(3.1)

(u,F(t.(u)))+(--lu,F(o(u.)))+[[fl(u.)[12<[[f[[.[[fl(u.)[[.

Since F(v)=vlvlP-/llvll p- for v e L(O)

(3.2)

\ {0}, we have

(u,, F(/3,(u,))) >_ 0.

Next we shall show that
(3.3)

(-- u,, F(fl,(u,))) >_ O.
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Let {u)}_q)(9) be a sequence such that lim ]lu)--u.ll-O and
define a sequence {(?()} of monotone non-decreasing Lipschitz continuous unctions on R by the ollowing"
(i) If 2_p + oo,
(s e R).
)(s)=slsl

-

Then we can easily obtain that
,, , ,()(.((I 23)-u))))0 for each
(-A(I- -,()
Letting tend to infinity, we have by Lebesgue’s theorem that
for each 2)0.
(--A(I-2)-u’,F(fl.((I--2)-u))))O
Letting N tend to infinity and then 2 to zero, we obtain (3.3) since F is
continuous. In view of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), we have
Q.E.D.
Therefore by Lemma 1 A is m-accretive.
Remark. (i) A is also "T-accretive" (B. Calvert [2])" --A is
"dispersive (s)" (Y. Konishi [8, 9]). (ii) Moreover -A satisfies
D(e, O, + ) for any non-negative constant function e (K. Sato [10])"
If we set (f, g)-- lim e-(]l(f--e+eg)+ll--](f-e)+l]) or f, g
0
then for every u, v e D(A) with (u- v-- e) + 0,
(u-v, x--y)gO whenever x e -Au, y e --Av.
(iii) If fl(0) 0, -A(9)+ e Kr(L(9)+)(G. Da Prato [4]) where
is the cone of all non-negative elements of L(9).
Applying Theorem 7.1 in T. Kato [6] and Theorem B in Y. Konishi
[8] to the operator A in Theorem 2, we have
Corollary 3. Assume that lp + and Uo e W,(9) W,(9)
D(fl). Then the equation
in 9 (0, +
0 e 3u / 3t flu + fl(u)
(3.4)
on
39 (0, + )
t)--O
u(x,
in 9
u(x, O)-uo(X)
has a unique solution u(x, t) e C(O, +
L(9)) such that u(x, t) e W ,
(9) W,(9)D(fl for every fixed tO and u/te L(O, + L(9)).
Moreover if u and u are solutions of (3.4) such that u(x, O)u(x, O)
a.e. in 9, then u(x, t)u(x, t) a.e. in 9 for every fixed tO.
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